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ABSTRACT: In this work, we optimize the front side of p-type Czochralski-grown silicon (Cz-Si) solar cells by
investigating industrial-type phosphorus diffusion processes, and by adapting the front-side metallization. The
utilization of a metallization grid with less coverage, combined with double printing, results in an increase in
conversion efficiency η of 0.5 %abs for p-type Cz-Si H-pattern cells with aluminium back surface field. By
incorporating in-situ oxidation into the diffusion process, we realize a surface doping concentration of ≈ 2·1020 cm-3
for our improved emitter. With this diffusion process, a low emitter dark saturation current density of 85 fA/cm2 is
achieved while maintaining low specific contact resistance ≤ 4 mΩcm2. The application of this emitter results in a
gain in η of 0.4 %abs for p-type Cz-Si high-performance metal wrap trough (HIP-MWT) solar cells in comparison to a
diffusion process without in-situ oxidation. For the best performing HIP-MWT cell, η reaches 20.5 %. Furthermore,
we test the stability and reproducibility of our improved diffusion process in ten runs with 200 wafers each. The mean
sheet resistance is found to be (85 ± 2) Ω/sq, revealing high homogeneity over full-load runs.
Keywords: passivation, phosphorus doping, POCl3 diffusion, metallization, silicon solar cell
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INTRODUCTION

The optimization of diffusion processes and the
resulting doping profiles are essential for further
increasing the conversion efficiency of silicon solar cells.
For p-type silicon solar cells, the phosphorus emitter is
typically formed by tube furnace gas diffusion using
phosphorus oxychloride (POCl3). In order to achieve
higher open-circuit voltages VOC, the emitter dark
saturation current density of the passivated diffused
surfaces j0e needs to be decreased. As a means of
achieving this, the surface doping concentration NS
should be reduced. However, at the same time, low
specific contact resistances ρc need to be ensured for
screen-printed metallization. To meet these requirements,
selective emitters have been developed [1] by implementing different technologies, which have at least one
additional process step in common [2]. As the current
generation of screen printing silver pastes allows contacting of phosphorus-doped emitters with NS in the range of
1 to 2·1020 cm-3—while maintaining low ρc values
[3,4]—utilizing novel emitter doping profiles without the
need for the selective emitter technology is possible.
Apart from j0e of the passivated front surface, also the
saturation current density j0met underneath the metal
contacts impacts VOC. One option to reduce the impact of
j0met is to decrease the contacted area. This can be
achieved by using a metal wrap through (MWT) cell
structure [5], such as the high-performance MWT
(HIP-MWT) concept [6,7], for example.
2

APPROACH

In the first part of this work, industrial-type POCl3
diffusion processes are investigated, aiming to reduce j0e
and increase VOC, while maintaining a high blue
response, a reasonable sheet resistance, and low ρc for
screen-printed metallization. An option to decrease NS is
the use of a thermal oxidation process. This thermal
oxidation can either be performed in an additional hightemperature step [8] or incorporated into the POCl3
diffusion process for less process complexity [9–13].
Throughout this work, an industrial automated highthroughput (200 slots per boat) atmospheric pressure tube

furnace is used for the high-temperature steps. The POCl3
diffusion processes investigated in this work are initially
characterized by measuring j0e on symmetric lifetimesamples with textured surfaces. Subsequently, the most
promising emitters are evaluated on cell level. Therefore,
p-type Czochralski-grown silicon (Cz-Si) HIP-MWT
solar cells are fabricated in the industry-related PV-TEC
pilot line at Fraunhofer ISE [14]. The stability and
reproducibility of the most promising POCl3 diffusion
process is also tested in ten diffusion runs with 200
wafers each to make sure that the full boat can be used
which is of relevance for industrial feasibility of all
developed processes.
In the second part of this work, the front side
metallization pattern is adapted on p-type Cz-Si solar
cells with aluminum back surface field (Al-BSF). For
this, tapered busbars are used, which result in higher
short-circuit current densities jSC and reduced silver paste
consumption. By the integration of double-printing, the
limitation due to the finger grid is investigated as well.
3

POCl3 DIFFUSION PROCESS DEVELOPMENT

3.1 Investigated process sequences
The different POCl3 diffusion processes investigated
in this work are summarized in Table I. The process
DiffRef is the initial POCl3 diffusion process without insitu oxidation and serves as a reference. After the
deposition phase with POCl3, O2, and N2, the drive-in
phase follows with N2 as the only ambient gas at the
same temperature. Emitter DiffSubOx is formed using
two separate high-temperature processes. First, the doped
Table I: Summary of the POCl3 diffusion processes
investigated in this work.
Emitter

POCl3 diffusion process

DiffRef
DiffSubOx

Reference diffusion
Diffusion with subsequent separate
thermal oxidation
Diffusion with in-situ oxidation 1
Diffusion with in-situ oxidation 2
Diffusion with in-situ oxidation 3

DiffOxFlat
DiffOxDeep
DiffOxImp
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Figure 1: Charge carrier concentration profiles, determined by ECV measurements on alkaline saw-damageetched surfaces, of the five investigated POCl3 diffusion
processes. The surface doping concentrations NS and
emitter sheet resistances Rsh are also stated. The latter are
measured by means of inductive coupling [15].
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3.2 Doping profiles
The respective charge carrier concentration profiles
in Fig. 1 are measured by electrochemical capacitancevoltage (ECV) profiling [16] on alkaline saw-damageetched surfaces. The doping profiles differ in NS
(2.1 to 3.4·1020 cm-3) and depth d (350 to 700 nm at a
dopant concentration N = 1016 cm-3). Diffusion process
DiffOxDeep features a longer in-situ oxidation phase at a
higher temperature than process DiffOxFlat, resulting in
a significantly deeper profile. Due to this deeper profile,
process DiffOxDeep shows a lower jSC. Thus, for the
improved process DiffOxImp, the in-situ oxidation is
optimized with regard to a comparably low NS as well as
a lower junction depth d compared to emitter
DiffOxDeep. However, the doping profile of process
DiffOxDeep is very interesting for the phosphorus-doped
BSF of n-type silicon solar cells and is applied for such
solar cells in ref. [17].
As ECV measurements only detect electrically active
phosphorus, the doping profiles in Fig. 1 comprise no
existing electrically inactive phosphorus. The equilibrium
concentration ne of the electrically active dopants can be
calculated as a function of the peak temperature achieved
during the high-temperature process [18]. Based on these
calculations, no electrically inactive phosphorus is expected for the processes DiffOxDeep and DiffOxImp. However, the measured NS of DiffRef and DiffOxFlat
unreasonably exceed the calculated ne.

3.3 Emitter dark saturation current densities j0e
To determine j0e of the different emitters on textured
surfaces, symmetric n-type Cz-Si lifetime samples (three
for each emitter) with an edge length of 156 mm and a
specific base resistance of ρbase ≈ 6 Ωcm are fabricated.
After POCl3 diffusion, the PSG is removed and
silicon nitride anti-reflective coating (SiNx-ARC) is
deposited onto both surfaces by plasma-enhanced
chemical vapor deposition. For the samples with emitter
DiffSubOx, the thin thermal oxide layer on both sides is
kept for improved surface passivation. For all samples,
the SiNx-ARC layer thickness is adapted such that the
minimum reflection of the samples—with or without
thermal oxide—is measured at a wavelength of
≈ 600 nm. For fast firing, the set temperature is lowered
for the lifetime samples compared to metallized solar
cells in order to reach similar peak wafer temperatures.
Finally, quasi steady state photo conductance
(QSSPC) measurements yield the effective lifetime at
five points for each sample. Then, j0e is obtained by
applying the j0-analysis as in the Sinton Instruments’
WCT-120 [19]. Fig. 2 shows the determined j0e values of
the five investigated POCl3 diffusion processes. The
open-circuit voltage limit VOC,limit can be found from j0e
by using the one-diode model with jSC = 39 mA/cm2 and
temperature T = 25°C.
The reference diffusion process DiffRef leads to an
Rsh ≈ 69 Ω/sq and a j0e ≈ 259 fA/cm2. The additional
oxidation step for process DiffSubOx decreases the
amount of electrically inactive phosphorus and leads to a
deeper pn-junction. It results in Rsh ≈ 92 Ω/sq and a
decreased j0e of ≈ 158 fA/cm2. Process DiffOxFlat yields
very similar Rsh and j0e values as process DiffSubOx, but
features only a SiNx passivation layer and no additional
process steps are necessary. DiffOxDeep with a longer
in-situ oxidation at a higher temperature results in a
deeper profile and lowered NS. The values for this
process are Rsh ≈ 62 Ω/sq and j0e ≈ 112 fA/cm2.
For DiffOxImp, process parameters are adjusted such
that NS is similar to that of DiffOxDeep, while the
dopants are less deeply driven in. Thus, emitter
DiffOxImp features a higher Rsh ≈ 93 Ω/sq and a lower
Dark saturation current density j0e (fA/cm )

surfaces are formed in a diffusion process similar to the
one used for emitter DiffRef. After removal of the
phosphosilicate glass layer (PSG) and wet-chemical
cleaning, a thermal oxidation is performed to decrease NS
and to drive in the phosphorus dopants. For diffusion
processes DiffOxFlat, DiffOxDeep, and DiffOxImp, the
oxidation step is incorporated into the drive-in step of the
diffusion process and carried out at higher temperatures
than the deposition step. All processes differ in peak
temperatures, gas flow rates, and process times. Hence,
the resulting emitter sheet resistances Rsh, measured by
means of inductive coupling [15] are different and range
from 55 Ω/sq to 92 Ω/sq.

Figure 2: Left axis: emitter dark saturation current
density j0e. Right axis: open-circuit voltage limit VOC,limit.
The error bars represent the standard deviation of j0e
measured on three samples at five positions each. The
emitter sheet resistances Rsh, measured for the symmetric
lifetime samples, are stated in the gray boxes.
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Figure 3: (a) Emitter shheet resistances Rsh,w of ten ruuns
with 200 wafers each foor diffusion pro
ocess DiffOxIm
mp.
Rsh,w is dettermined with an
a inline tool on
n three traces ovver
the wafer by means off inductive cou
upling. The innset
shows the Gaussian distrribution of the 2000 Rsh,w valuues
illustratingg the boat uniiformity. (b) Rsh,w and relattive
wafer stanndard deviationn σw exemplarily
y for Run 2 (fuullload).
A/cm2 comparedd with emitter DiffOxDeep.
D
T
This
j0e ≈ 85 fA
emitter allows for a VOC,limit
≈ 690 mV
V, resulting in an
O
increase oof almost 30 mV
V in VOC,limit with
w respect to tthe
reference eemitter DiffReff.
Cl3
3.4 Stabiliity and reproduucibility of the improved POC
diffusion pprocess DiffOxIImp
For teesting the stability and repro
oducibility of tthe
improved diffusion proceess DiffOxImp, ten runs with 2200
a performed. The
T front sidess of
wafers eacch (full boat) are
the wafers are alkaline textured, wheereas the alkaliine
mal
saw-damage-etched rear side is covereed with a therm
oxide layeer serving as difffusion barrier.
The em
mitter sheet reesistances, deteermined for eveery
single waffer w (Rsh,w) by
b means of in
nductive coupliing
[15], are ssummarized in Fig.
F 3 (a). Three sensors s with
th a
wafer distance of
diameter of 25 mm andd a wafer-to-w
35 mm aree used measuree Rsh,w. Every sensor
s
records 25
measurem
ment points p (R
Rsh,s,p) on a traace parallel to tthe
wafer edgge. The mean emitter sheet resistance forr a
single waffer calculates too
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is defined as the standard deviat
ation of all measured Rsh,s,p
vaalues of a singlee wafer relativee to the wafer em
mitter sheet
resistance Rsh,w. Fig. 3 (b) shoows exemplariily the σw
vaalues for every wafer of Run 22, which is rep
presentative
fo
or all runs. Thee mean σw of aall 2000 measu
ured wafers
caalculates to w ≈ 4 %.
These resultss show the higgh homogeneitty achieved
ov
ver the fully-lo
oaded boats ass well as over the single
wafers for the im
mproved diffusioon process DifffOxImp.
4

EMITTER COMPARISON
C
N ON CELL LEVEL

o HIP-MWT soolar cells
4.1 Fabrication of
To compare the different PPOCl3 diffusion
n processes
n cell level, HIP-MWT soolar cells are fabricated
on
acccording to thee process sequuence shown in
n ref. [20].
Fu
ull-square p-typ
pe Cz-Si waferrs with an edge length of
15
56 mm, an inittial thickness of t ≈ 200 µm
m, and ρbase
raanging from 1 Ωcm
Ω to 3 Ωcm
m serve as base material. A
th
hermally grown oxide layer is uused as a diffussion barrier
du
uring emitter formation andd later as thee rear-side
paassivation.
c
is processsed using four of the five
A batch of cells
DiffOxFlat, DiffOxDeep,
diffusion processes: DiffRef, D
an
nd DiffOxImp.. After measuuring the currrent-voltage
(I--V) characteristics, ρc is deteermined on tw
wo selected
ceells for each em
mitter. Thereforre, transfer-leng
gth method
(T
TLM, [21]) measurements
m
aare performed at twelve
different positions per cell. FFurthermore, th
he internal
qu
uantum efficien
ncy (IQE) is meeasured in orderr to analyze
th
he influence of
o the differennt emitters on
n the blue
response of the solar cells.
4.2 Current-voltaage data of the H
HIP-MWT cells
The results of
o the I-V measuurements of thee fabricated
p--type Cz-Si HIIP-MWT solarr cells with th
he different
em
mitters are summ
marized in Tablle II.
Having a median
m
peak cconversion effficiency of
η = 19.6 %, thee cells with the improveed emitter
DiffOxImp clearrly outperform
m the cells with
h reference
mitter DiffRef and η = 19.2 %
%. This increaase in η of
em
0.4 %abs originatees from an incrrease in VOC (+
+9 mV) and
jSCC (+0.4 mA/cm²).
able II: Median
n I-V data of thhe fabricated p--type Cz-Si
Ta
HIP-MWT solarr cells for thee different em
mitters. The
measurements
m
arre performed wi
with an industriaal cell tester
diirectly after pro
ocessing. The ggroup size is in
ndicated in
brrackets. The specific conttact resistancees ρC are
measured
m
on two
o cells per groupp (mean value is
i stated).
Emitter
E

η

VOC

j SC

FF

rS

ρC

636
639
641
645

399.3
399.7
388.8
399.7

76.8
76.3
77.3
76.3

1.06
1.08
1.02
1.15

1.4
2.9
1.2
4.1

(%) (mV) (mA
A/cm2) (%) (Ωcm
m2) (mΩcm2)

DiffRef
D
(7)
19.2
DiffOxFlat
D
(6) 19.4
DiffOxDeep
D
(8) 19.2
DiffOxImp
D
(7) 19.6
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Table III: The difference in jSC for the emitters is stated
relative to emitter DiffRef. The difference ΔjSC, which is
caused by the emitter, is calculated from IQE measurements as described in ref. [22]. The values refer to mean
values of two cells per emitter.
Emitter
DiffRef
DiffOxFlat
DiffOxDeep
DiffOxImp

∆jSC rel. to DiffRef (mA/cm²)
IQE (emitter only)
I-V data
0
0
+ 0.4
+ 0.2
- 0.5
- 0.4
+ 0.4
+ 0.3

In contrast to VOC,limit indicated in Fig. 2, the VOC of a
real cell also includes contributions from the saturation
current densities of the front-side metallization j0met,front,
the base j0base, and the rear side j0rear. By applying the
two-diode model for the median cells with emitter
DiffRef and emitter DiffOxImp, the total j01 for the first
diode is found to be j01,2D = 637 fA/cm² and j01,2D =
458 fA/cm², respectively. The difference calculates to
∆j01,2D = 179 fA/cm².
Assuming that the total j01 can be described as the
sum of the single recombination paths,
j01 = j0e·(1-FM) + j0met,front·FM + j0base + j0rear.

(1)

By further assuming that j0met,front, j0base, and j0rear are
equal for both cells as well as knowing that the front side
metal coverage FM = 3.5 % is identical, the difference of
both cells’ j01 is simply the difference of their j0e
which
calculates
to
multiplied
by
(1-FM),
∆j01 = 169 fA/cm². This is in good agreement with
∆j01,2D = 179 fA/cm², determined by fitting the cells’ I-V
data to the two-diode model. Hence, the VOC gain of
9 mV for the cells with the improved emitter DiffOxImp
exhibits the maximum achievable enhancement in VOC
compared to the cells with emitter DiffRef.
The remaining j0rem—the total j01 without j0e
contributions—calculates to j0rem ≈ 375 fA/cm². Thus,
due to j0e = 85 fA/cm² and j0rem being more than four
times higher, emitter recombination is not the dominating
loss factor for VOC in the case of the cells with emitter
DiffOxImp. Cells with emitter DiffOxFlat or DiffOxDeep
also show higher VOC values than the reference emitter
DiffRef. As above, similarly performed j01 calculations
reveal that the higher VOC of these cells also fits to their
reduced j0e values.
To determine the emitter contribution on jSC, IQE
measurements are performed and analyzed according to
ref. [22]. As Table III shows, the difference in jSC
between the cells is mainly due to a different blue
response of the respective emitter. The given values are
stated relative to emitter DiffRef. The relative jSC differences extracted from the I-V data as well as from the IQE
data follow the same trend. For the cells with improved
emitter DiffOxImp, the gain in jSC is 0.3 mA/cm2
compared to those with emitter DiffRef. The ones with
emitter DiffOxFlat show a similarly large jSC gain. In
contrast, the cells with emitter DiffOxDeep suffer from a
significantly lower blue response. With respect to cells
with emitter DiffOxImp, the loss in jSC is 0.7 mA/cm2.
The series resistance is found to be rather high for all
fabricated cells with rS ≈ 1.1 Ωcm². This is also reflected
by relatively low fill factors FF ≤ 77.3 %. Since the
values for ρc are low for all emitters (ρc ≤ 4.1 mΩcm²)

and contribution from the front grid resistance rS,grid is
low as well (rS,grid ≈ 0.15 Ωcm²), a non-optimum rearside contact formation is considered to be the reason for
the rather high rS values. Note that no adaption of the
front metallization grid has been performed with respect
to the different Rsh values of the different emitters.
However, ρc is slightly higher for the improved emitter
DiffOxImp, demonstrating further potential for optimization.
As mentioned above, the performance of the
fabricated HIP-MWT cells with emitter DiffOxImp is not
primarily dominated by j0e. In a further experiment, we
optimized the rear side and achieved a VOC and jSC of
660 mV and 40.4 mA/cm2, respectively. This results in a
peak conversion efficiency of 20.5 %. As rS is still rather
high for these cells (rS ≈ 1.1 Ωcm²), further improvement
is ongoing.
5

ADAPTED FRONT SIDE METALLIZATION

5.1 Fabrication of Al-BSF solar cells
The adapted front side metallization is investigated
on Al-BSF solar cells. For their fabrication, pseudosquare p-type Cz-Si wafers with an edge length of
156 mm, a diameter of 200 mm, an initial thickness
t ≈ 200 µm, and ρbase ≈ 2 Ωcm are used. After alkaline
texturing, the emitter is formed by using POCl3 diffusion
DiffSubOx. PSG etching, front passivation, and screen
printing of the rear-side aluminum contact (including
silver soldering pads) followed.
The variations performed for the front side metallization are summarized in Table IV. For these screen
printing processes, a commercial silver paste is used. The
finger width is measured on various cells and determined
to wfi ≈ 60 µm for all groups. In a single screen printing
step, the first group of H-pattern cells is metallized by a
three-busbar grid consisting of fingers and straight
external busbar contacts with 1.5 mm width. For the
second group, tapered busbars are used without changing
the finger grid layout. This results in a decrease of
metallization fraction from FM ≈ 6.3 % to FM ≈ 4.4%.
Consequently, the silver paste consumption decreases
from mAg ≈ 140 mg to mAg ≈ 110 mg. For the third group,
the grid with tapered busbars is printed two times in order
to investigate limitations due to the series resistance rS
caused by the finger structures. Hence, the mean
maximum finger height increases from hFi ≈ 21 µm to
hFi ≈ 34 µm, which improves the aspect ratio by a factor
of ≈ 1.6. Since apart the fingers also the busbars are
printed twice (not cost optimized procedure), the silver
paste laydown is rather high with mAg ≈ 76 mg.

Table IV: Metallization fraction FM and silver paste
consumption mAg for the screen printing layouts used for
metallization of the Al-BSF cells. All layouts feature the
same finger number and finger width (BB = busbar).
Metallization process
1.5 mm BBs, single print
Tapered BBs, single print
Tapered BBs, double print

Metallization Silver paste
consumption
fraction
mAg (mg)
FM (%)
≈ 6.3
≈ 4.4
≈ 4.4

≈ 140
≈ 110
≈ 110 + 76
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Table V: Median I-V data of the p-type Cz-Si Al-BSF
cells fabricated with different screen printing layouts.
The I-V data is measured after 36 hours of illumination at
0.2 suns. The group size is indicated in brackets.
rS
jSC
Metallization
VOC
FF
η
(%) (mV) (mA/cm2) (%) (Ωcm2)
process
1.5 mm BBs,
(8) 18.4 627
37.2 78.8 0.61
single print
Tapered BBs,
(5) 18.9 627
38.1 78.9 0.66
single print
Tapered BBs,
(6) 19.1 628
38.1 79.7 0.54
double print
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